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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: 10" Basket - 25L, 35L 

Model Number: ECBK10-2 Retail: $13.95   

 

Maximize the storage in your 25L or 35L KYSEK ice chest with this 10" basket. Use to store 

food items or other dry goods you don't want to get wet. Polyethylene coated steel wire 

with corrosion resistant coating that withstands exposure to ice, water and other liquids. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: 13" Basket - 50L, 75L, 100L, 150L 

Model Number: ECBK13-2 Retail: $14.95   

 

Maximize the storage in your 50L, 75L, 100L or 150L KYSEK ice chest with this 10" basket. 
Use to store food items or other dry goods you don't want to get wet. Polyethylene coated 

steel wire with corrosion resistant coating that withstands exposure to ice, water and other 
liquids. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Chilsleeve - Big Apple Red 

Model Number: ECCHILAR01 Retail: $89.95   

 

The ChilSleeve keeps up to six cans of your favorite beverage cold for hours. Designed for 

maximum portability, it's perfect to sling over your shoulder so you can stay on the go 

tailgating, hiking, camping, fishing, hunting, beaching and more. Features roto-molded 
exterior for durability and superior insulation; cushioned strap for comfort; tether feature 

to keep top intact to prevent lost lids; and a one-year limited warranty. 30"W x 4"H x 4"D. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Chilsleeve - Camo Tan 

Model Number: ECCHILCT01 Retail: $89.95   

 

The ChilSleeve keeps up to six cans of your favorite beverage cold for hours. Designed for 
maximum portability, it's perfect to sling over your shoulder so you can stay on the go 

tailgating, hiking, camping, fishing, hunting, beaching and more. Features roto-molded 
exterior for durability and superior insulation; cushioned strap for comfort; tether feature 

to keep top intact to prevent lost lids; and a one-year limited warranty. 30"W x 4"H x 4"D. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Chilsleeve - Orange 
Model Number: ECCHILOR01 Retail: $89.95   

 

The ChilSleeve keeps up to six cans of your favorite beverage cold for hours. Designed for 

maximum portability, it's perfect to sling over your shoulder so you can stay on the go 
tailgating, hiking, camping, fishing, hunting, beaching and more. Features roto-molded 

exterior for durability and superior insulation; cushioned strap for comfort; tether feature 

to keep top intact to prevent lost lids; and a one-year limited warranty. 30"W x 4"H x 4"D. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: Chilsleeve - Purple 
Model Number: ECCHILPU01 Retail: $89.95   

 

The ChilSleeve keeps up to six cans of your favorite beverage cold for hours. Designed for 
maximum portability, it's perfect to sling over your shoulder so you can stay on the go 

tailgating, hiking, camping, fishing, hunting, beaching and more. Features roto-molded 

exterior for durability and superior insulation; cushioned strap for comfort; tether feature 
to keep top intact to prevent lost lids; and a one-year limited warranty. 30"W x 4"H x 4"D. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Chilsleeve - Royal Blue 
Model Number: ECCHILRB01 Retail: $89.95   

 

The ChilSleeve keeps up to six cans of your favorite beverage cold for hours. Designed for 

maximum portability, it's perfect to sling over your shoulder so you can stay on the go 
tailgating, hiking, camping, fishing, hunting, beaching and more. Features roto-molded 

exterior for durability and superior insulation; cushioned strap for comfort; tether feature 
to keep top intact to prevent lost lids; and a one-year limited warranty. 30"W x 4"H x 4"D. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Chilsleeve - Seafoam 

Model Number: ECCHILSF01 Retail: $89.95   

 

The ChilSleeve keeps up to six cans of your favorite beverage cold for hours. Designed for 

maximum portability, it's perfect to sling over your shoulder so you can stay on the go 
tailgating, hiking, camping, fishing, hunting, beaching and more. Features roto-molded 

exterior for durability and superior insulation; cushioned strap for comfort; tether feature 

to keep top intact to prevent lost lids; and a one-year limited warranty. 30"W x 4"H x 4"D. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: 40L Dry Bag 
Model Number: ECDB40 Retail: $109.95   

 

Dry Bag keep your phone, camera, changes of clothes, towels and more moisture free. 
Great for the boat, beach, pool or anywhere there's water. 40L bag features thermo-

welded construction; water-resistant zippers; easy access main compartment; front zipper 
pocket; handles with reflective points; and a detachable shoulder strap. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: 50L Dry Bag 
Model Number: ECDB50 Retail: $129.95   

 

Dry Bag keep your phone, camera, changes of clothes, towels and more moisture free. 

Great for the boat, beach, pool or anywhere there's water. 50L bag features thermo-
welded construction; water-resistant zippers; easy access main compartment; front zipper 

pocket; handles with reflective points; and a detachable shoulder strap. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: 10" Ice Pack Divider - 35L 
Model Number: ECIPD10-2 Retail: $34.95   

 

Ice Pack Divider for 35L ice chest helps keep your stuff extremely cold! Slides down in 
grooves inside cooler dividing the cooler into two sections, keeping boths sides cold. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: 13" Ice Pack Divider - 50L, 75L, 100L, 150L 

Model Number: ECIPD13-2 Retail: $34.95   

 

Ice Pack Divider for 50L, 75L, 100L and 150L ice chest helps keep your stuff extremely 
cold! Slides down in grooves inside cooler dividing the cooler into two sections, keeping 

boths sides cold. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: K12 Kayak - Blue & White 
Model Number: ECKAYAKBW012 Retail: $3,495.00   

 

This versatile kayak has a unique hull design provides anglers with the most stable and 
comfortable experience possible. Kayak features bow and stern handles; shotgun rest; dry 

storage hatch; modular rail system; comfort deck pads; self-bailing scuppers; 2 flush-
mounted rod holders; and an extra large seat. The KYSEK Dry Bag that is included fits 

within the bow cargo. It is trolling motor compatible and also comes with a 25L KYSEK Ice 

Chest. Kayak measures 12' x 34" and weighs 63 lbs. 450 lb capacity. Made in USA. Built to 
order (3-4 week lead time). 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: K12 Kayak - Seafoam & White 
Model Number: ECKAYAKSW012 Retail: $3,495.00   

 

This versatile kayak has a unique hull design provides anglers with the most stable and 

comfortable experience possible. Kayak features bow and stern handles; shotgun rest; dry 
storage hatch; modular rail system; comfort deck pads; self-bailing scuppers; 2 flush-

mounted rod holders; and an extra large seat. The KYSEK Dry Bag that is included fits 

within the bow cargo. It is trolling motor compatible and also comes with a 25L KYSEK Ice 
Chest. Kayak measures 12' x 34" and weighs 63 lbs. 450 lb capacity. Made in USA. Built to 

order (3-4 week lead time). 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: K12 Kayak - Tan 
Model Number: ECKAYAKTT012 Retail: $3,495.00   

 

The most versatile fishing and hunting kayak on the market. The unique hull design 

provides anglers with the most stable and comfortable experience possible. Kayak features 

bow and stern handles; shotgun rest; dry storage hatch; modular rail system; comfort deck 
pads; self-bailing scuppers; 2 flush-mounted rod holders; and an extra large seat. The 

KYSEK Dry Bag that is included fits within the bow cargo. It is trolling motor compatible 
and also comes with a 25L KYSEK Ice Chest. Kayak measures 12' x 34" and weighs 63 lbs. 

450 lb capacity. Made in USA. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Can Koozie Tumbler 

Model Number: ECKOOZIE Retail: $19.95   

 

Perfect for everything from tailgating and the hunting camp to beach trips and the daily 

commute. The silicon comfort grip protects your hands while the tumbler does its job 
keeping your drink colder/hotter longer. It features double-walled, vacuum-sealed 

construction; 304 premium grade bushed stainless steel; "no sweat" design; silicon comfort 

grip and a non-slip bottom. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Rover Soft Bag Ice Chest 
Model Number: ECROVER-20 Retail: $299.95   

 

Big enough to carry food, drinks and gear, yet small enough for most everyone to haul 

around. Flip back top opens fully for easy access to your goods without scratching your 
hands. It features top-side flex rope; InternaShield interior; extra-cushioned shoulder 

straps; waterproof zipper; NyWeb straps; rawhide skin; and extra-cushioned side handles. 

Holds 32 cans. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 25L -26.42 Qt. - Marine Blue 
Model Number: ECSECBB025L02 Retail: $279.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 
features, this cooler maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its 

DuroCold construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; 
heavy-duty EasyGrip handles; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug with hose 

adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last for the long haul. Holds 36 
cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 35L - 36.98 Qt. - Marine Blue 
Model Number: ECSECBB035L02 Retail: $349.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 
with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 48 cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 50L - 52.5 Qt. - Marine Blue 

Model Number: ECSECBB050L02 Retail: $399.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 

with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 80 cans. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 100L - 106.67 Qt. - Marine Blue 
Model Number: ECSECBB100L02 Retail: $569.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 
with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 130 

cans. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 25L - 26.42 Qt. - Ranger Green 
Model Number: ECSECGS025L02 Retail: $279.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 
features, this cooler maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its 

DuroCold construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; 
heavy-duty EasyGrip handles; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug with hose 

adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last for the long haul. Holds 36 
cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 35L - 36.98 Qt. - Ranger Green 
Model Number: ECSECGS035L02 Retail: $349.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 
with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 48 cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 50L - 52.5 Qt. - Ranger Green 

Model Number: ECSECGS050L02 Retail: $399.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 

with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 80 cans. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 100L - 106.67 Qt. - Ranger Green 
Model Number: ECSECGS100L02 Retail: $569.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 
with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 130 

cans. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 25L  - 26.42 Qt. - Camo Tan 
Model Number: ECSECTT025L02 Retail: $279.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 
features, this cooler maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its 

DuroCold construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; 
heavy-duty EasyGrip handles; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug with hose 

adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last for the long haul. Holds 36 
cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 35L - 36.98 Qt. - Camo Tan 
Model Number: ECSECTT035L02 Retail: $349.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 
with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 48 cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 50L - 52.5 Qt. - Camo Tan 

Model Number: ECSECTT050L02 Retail: $399.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 

with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 80 cans. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 75L - 79.25 Qt. - Camo Tan 
Model Number: ECSECTT075L02 Retail: $449.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 
with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 120 

cans. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 100L - 106.67 Qt. - Camo Tan 
Model Number: ECSECTT100L02 Retail: $569.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 
features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 

construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 
EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 

with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 130 
cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 25L - 26.42 Qt. - Marine White 
Model Number: ECSECWW025L02 Retail: $279.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 
features, this cooler maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its 

DuroCold construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; 
heavy-duty EasyGrip handles; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug with hose 

adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last for the long haul. Holds 36 

cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 35L - 36.98 Qt. - Marine White 

Model Number: ECSECWW035L02 Retail: $349.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 

with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 48 cans. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 50L - 52.5 Qt. - Marine White 
Model Number: ECSECWW050L02 Retail: $399.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 

features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 
construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 

EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 

with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 80 cans. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 75L - 79.25 Qt. - Marine White 
Model Number: ECSECWW075L02 Retail: $449.99   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 
features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 

construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 
EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 

with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 120 
cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Ice Chest 100L - 106.67 Qt. - Marine White 
Model Number: ECSECWW100L02 Retail: $569.00   

 

The Ultimate Ice Chest! Engineered using the latest cooling technology and cutting-edge 
features, it maximizes frigid temperatures to keep your goods colder longer. Its DuroCold 

construction; PosiLatch; cutting board lid; BearClaw lock plate/bottle opener; heavy-duty 
EasyGrip handles; HeavyHaulers inset wheels; ZeroSkid non-slip feet; and 3/4" drain plug 

with hose adapter combine for a product that holds ice longer and will last. Holds 130 

cans. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: Trekker Backpack Ice Chest 

Model Number: ECTREKKER-20 Retail: $299.95   

 

Soft Bag Backpack is durable, leak-proof and tough. The two extra-cushioned straps make 

it comfortable to carry while trekking to the game, on a hike or at the festival. It features a 

waterproof zipper; wide-mouth top; rawhide skin; front zipper pocket; top-side flex rope; 
and latch guard buckles. Holds 24 cans. 
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Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: 12 oz. Tumbler 
Model Number: ECTUM12 Retail: $19.95   

 

Perfect for everything from tailgating and the hunting camp to beach trips and the daily 

commute. The silicon comfort grip protets your hands while the tumbler does its job 
keeping your drink colder/hotter longer. It features double-walled, vacuum-sealed 

construction; 304 premium grade bushed stainless steel; "no sweat" design; lid with straw 

hole; silicon comfort grip and a non-slip bottom. 

 Brand Name:  KYSEK Model Name: 20 oz. Tumbler 
Model Number: ECTUM20 Retail: $24.95   

 

Perfect for everything from tailgating and the hunting camp to beach trips and the daily 
commute. The silicon comfort grip protects your hands while the tumbler does its job 

keeping your drink colder/hotter longer. It features double-walled, vacuum-sealed 

construction; 304 premium grade bushed stainless steel; "no sweat" design; silicon comfort 
grip and a non-slip bottom. 

Brand Name: KYSEK Model Name: 30 oz. Tumbler 
Model Number: ECTUM30 Retail: $29.95   

 

Perfect for everything from tailgating and the hunting camp to beach trips and the daily 

commute. The silicon comfort grip protects your hands while the tumbler does its job 
keeping your drink colder/hotter longer. It features double-walled, vacuum-sealed 

construction; 304 premium grade bushed stainless steel; "no sweat" design; silicon comfort 
grip and a non-slip bottom. 

 


